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silrest velature

Antique-effect mineral finish
___________________________________________________________________________________________________

GENERAL
PROPERTIES

SILREST VELATURE is a specialty product formulated to reproduce the
antique semi-covering colourings which were created using lime based
paints. Unlike its competitors, SILREST VELATURE offers the advantage
of a durable finish thanks to its excellent outdoor resistance.
SILREST VELATURE has been devised to minimize the problems
associated with creating bloom effects in Mediterranean climates.
SILREST VELATURE offers a remarkable workability, which permits, if
applied correctly, the decoration of extensive surfaces without mottling.
The sheen & softness of the shades offer a distinctive aesthetic appeal
and enhance the architectural expression of facades.
The mineral composition offers an excellent complement to the façades
of listed buildings where excellent outdoor resistance must blend with the
transpiration of the underlying plaster.
SILREST VELATURE is an extremely versatile product which meets the
most sophisticated architectural demands.

___________________________________________________________________________________________________

INSTRUCTIONS

SILREST VELATURE can be applied on SILREST PITTURA LISCIA
0.559, SILREST FILL 0.569, SILREST INTONACHINO 1.622, 1627 &
1.629.
These thick coatings uniform the surface which is often
heterogeneous and patchy.
The aesthetics vary according to the application technique & type of
primer.
SILREST VELATURE must be diluted at 50% with ISOREST & an
additional 40-50% with water according to the absorption of the
substrate. It can be coloured with pastes from the AZ-ARD OSSIDI tinting
system & COLORATUTTO (except for Yellow 4439 & Red 5437).
 Antique effect on light colours: add a maximum of 1 ounce of colouring
pastes per a 5 litre container & stir thoroughly.
 Antique effect on dark colours: add a maximum of 2.5 ounces of
colouring pastes per a 5 litre container & stir thoroughly.
 As SILREST VELATURE can be applied with a sponge, pad, cloth or
brush, it is possible to personalize the final effect. Mixed techniques
such as sponging/brushing whilst wet, produces refined results.

 Avoid applying on hot surfaces exposed to sunlight or subject to
strong winds, this would reduce workability. Do not apply below +8°C.
 Use protective eye wear during application. Refer to the SDS for
further details.
Protect the areas not to be treated (window/door casings, window
panes, tiled floors etc.)
 After application, exterior walls must be protected from driving rain for
at least 48 hours.
 Wash tools and equipment immediately after use with water.
 The product has a 24 month stability if stored in the original
packaging at a temperature between + 8°C & 30°C.
 SILREST VELATURE is compatible with the 16COLOURS tinting
system.
___________________________________________________________________________________________________

TECHNICAL PROPERTIES

SPECIFIC WEIGHT
VISCOSITY AT 20 °C
NATURE OF BINDER
% THINNING BY VOLUME
DRYING AT 20 °C

TOUCH DRY
THROUGH DRYING

1200 ± 30 g/l
6000 ± 1000 cps
Mineral
90-100%
24 hrs
48 hrs

___________________________________________________________________________________________________

YIELD

Consumption depends on the nature of the substrate, application
technique & aesthetics desired. When applying the paint with a pad
on a smooth or quartz primer, the yield is approx. 10 -12 m2/l

___________________________________________________________________________________________________

TENDER
SPECIFICATION ITEM

ANTIQUE-EFFECT MINERAL FINISH
Application on pre-treated mural surfaces of an antique-finish paint with
optical and chromatic effects enhancing colour transparency and
vividness, formulated witha blend of water-based potassium silicate &
lightfast outdoor-resistant pigments with a minimum consumption of
0.10 l/m2.
€/ m2

__________________________________________________________________________________________________
The data herein were correct at the time of Quality Control and refer to standardized environmental conditions. The same are to be
considered as a guide.
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